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Ting eg har lurt på
• Korleis oppfører fisken seg i høve til det 
fysiske miljøet?
• Kor dynamisk er ein fiskestim? 
• Kva skjer med symjemønsteret når 
symjeblæra vert trykt saman?
• Kva er dynamikken mellom predatorar og 
byttedyr?
• Korleis oppfører fisk når eit fartøy nærmar
seg og kvifor bør vi bry oss om det?
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The beginning
• In 1490 Leonardo Da Vinci wrote: 
"If you cause your ship to stop and place the head of 
a long tube in the water and place the outer extremity 
to your ear, you will hear ships at a great distance 
from you.“
Paul Langevin (1872-1946), 
French physicist
His most famous work was in 
the use of ultrasound using 
Pierre Curie's piezoelectric
effect. During World War I, he 
began working on the use of 
these sounds to detect 
submarines through echo 
location. However the war was 
over by the time he had it 
operational (wikipedia). 
Albert Einstein, Paul Ehrenfest, Paul Langevin, 
Heike Kamerlingh Onnes, and Pierre Weiss at 
Ehrenfest's home in Leiden
”Echo Sounding”
Nature, 1925, 115, p689-690 
Further progress
• 1927 The French navigator Railley du Baty reported
unexpected sounder signals midwater
• 1933 Skipper Ronnie Balls experimented with echo
sounders
• 1934 First schools detected by echo sounders
published by skipper Reinert Bokn using British echo
sounders (Admirality sounder, wrote on paper)
“Echo Sounding in Fishery 
Research”
O.Sund, Nature, 1935, Vol 135, p 953
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Average month
•Frequencies: 390-440Hz
•Spatial scales: ~100 km
•Requires ocean
waveguide
Fish schools (Jagannathan et al, 2010)
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Nøttestad et al. 2002
Fin whales pursuing herring at night
Simrad SA 950 multibeam sonarFrom Leif Nøttestad
Axelsen et al. 2001
N = 100-1000 ind/m3
Reson Seabat sonar (455 kHz)
Range = 50 m
Axelsen et al. 2001
Multi beam sonars
• Multiple beams
• School size and 
structure
• Typical range is 
500m
• Simrad MS70:
• 500 individual beams
Courtesy: Arne Johannes Holmin
• Arne’s work
Courtesy: Arne Johannes Holmin
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Estimating tailbeat frequency
Handegard et al. (in press)
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Sonar was deployed in shallow coastal waters 
(<2m depth) in Gulf of Mexico.
Observations
DIDSON sonar positioned 12 m from marsh edge
Observations
High-frequency mode (1.8 MHz)
Collected at ~7 frames per second
Range ~10 m
Beam configuration (~-3dB):
Across: 96x0,3 deg (5 cm @ 10m)
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Fish behaviour and sampling
• The behaviour
– I Behaviour before the arrival of the vessel
– II Reaction close to the vessel
– III Reaction to the gear
– IV Selectivity to trawl (net, gear, mesh, etc)











Vabø et al. (2001)
Avoidance
Vabø et al. (2001)
Avoidance
• Noise reduced vessel
seemed to help
• Recommended by ICES
Avoidance




Silent vessels are not quiet
Ona et al. (2007)
Vessel comparisons
• End of story?...





Alex De Robertis, Christopher Wilson and 
Neal Williamson 
NOAA Fisheries
Alaska Fisheries Science Center
Seattle, USA
Side-by-side vessel backscatter ratio (OD/MF)
Mean, 95% CI




























































Buoy confirmation:  pollock react differentially to OD and MF (Shumagin)







Pollock backscatter during vessel passage - upper 125m
Time relative to CPA (sec)































OD mean ±1 SE (n=6)
MF mean ±1 SE (n=7)Rxn. start
~ 300 m
Average change in backscatter relative to undisturbed (upper 125 m)
TS drops during vessel reaction: OD TS >> MF TS
TS drop during MF passage
(40 log R echogram)
Buoy Echosounder






























• Nature of vessel stimuli and fish responses 
remain poorly understood
• Expect vessel differences
• Measurement of vessel avoidance is much 
easier than predicting fish decision-making 
• Observe bias indicators on a routine basis:
– Vertical distribution, avoidance, gear performance
• This is also relevant when using survey 
indices!
Ting eg lurer på
Krill behaviour at cm scale
Klevjer & Kaartvedt, University of 
Oslo. 
Herring behaviour at sub 
population scale
Makris et al. 2009
Exploiting bandwidth 
From individual to population
